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Abstract

In October 2017, the Foundation was approached by Community Legal Centres NSW (CLCNSW) to: map the catchment areas of NSW 

community legal centres; identify and map the gaps in catchment coverage. From the perspective of CLCNSW, the rationale for the 

work centred around: an annual directory of community legal centres (centres and their catchments) ; comprehensive information for 

referral purposes, as well as signposting of gaps ; providing information to the state government on the coverage of centre catchments. 

Our goal was to transform this data into a visual tool. The LJF ‘matched’ the CLC coverage data from CLCNSW to the ABS State 

Suburb geography to create a visual map. This data was then put into our mapping software (QGIS). An interactive map was published 

online on Tableau Public. Following feedback from centres and CLCNSW we made updates and finalised the catchment areas. Final

map files were created by the LJF and provided to the CLC Review as part of CLCNSW submission for the state government review of

community legal centres. This was a  useful process in helping to define areas for service delivery and centre coverage and an 

opportunity to find a new way of presenting an existing dataset. 
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• The Foundation

• Background to project

• Data and mapping process

• Ongoing use of the data

• Lessons learned

What this presentation will cover today…
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The Law and Justice Foundation of NSW is an independent, 
not-for-profit organisation with a 50 year history of improving 
access to justice for the people of NSW through high quality 
research and support of selected projects to improve access to 
justice.

Small research team (6 researchers) who undertake a full range 
of work including:

• large scale surveys 

• analysis of administrative data

• evaluations of what works to address legal need

Currently recruiting for Research Assistant(s)

Who we are and what we do
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Community Legal Centres NSW (CLCNSW)

• the peak representative body for almost 40 

community legal centres in NSW

• provides support to, and represents and 

advocates for their members.

Community legal centres (CLCs):

• independent non-government organisations that provide free 

legal services to people and communities

• can be described as generalist or specialist centres.

Background to the project
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In October 2017, the Foundation was approached by Community 
Legal Centres NSW (CLCNSW) to:

• map the catchment areas of NSW community legal centres

• identify and map the gaps in catchment coverage

From the perspective of CLCNSW, the rationale for the work 
centred around:

• an annual directory of community legal centres (centres and 
their catchments)

• comprehensive information for referral purposes, as well as 
signposting of gaps

• providing information to the state government on the coverage 
of centre catchments 

Background to the project
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Before the data came to the Foundation, CLCNSW undertook its 

own data gathering process:

• checking the previous catchments

• rechecking suburbs with the same and adjacent postcodes, 

with centres that may also cover them;

• sending the list of identified gap area suburbs for individual 

centres to potentially claim or reaffirm coverage

• finalising this as the foundation for the directory database 

which is used to refer the general public to their most relevant 

CLC
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Background to the project



Foundation data and mapping process

• The Foundation was provided this directory data by CLCNSW 

outlining centre coverage 

– provided as Australia post suburbs by Centre

– took the form of a large excel spreadsheet file

• Our goal was to transform this data into a visual tool
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In NSW, there are over 4,500 

ABS suburbs

• The LJF ‘matched’ the CLC coverage data from CLCNSW to 

the ABS State Suburb geography to create a visual map

– Why? Software!

– How? A process of 

data checking
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Foundation data and mapping process



• This data was then put into our mapping software (QGIS)

– Transform the data file: excel workbook to CSV

– Join the CSV file to a spatial file using common fields

– Visually check for gaps or oddities

• Importance of correctly representing the directory data

– Suburbs shared between centres
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Foundation data and mapping process

QGIS: free and open-source cross-platform 

desktop geographic information system application 

that supports viewing, editing, and analysis of 

geospatial data



• An interactive map was published online on Tableau Public 

• QGIS (static maps – outputs used in reports, etc.) / Tableau 

(interactive, online, public)

• We received feedback about catchment areas and made 

changes based on this

This was a continual process.

Changes and updates were made based on feedback 

provided to CLCNSW and the LJF.
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Foundation data and mapping process



First draft map on Tableau Public
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First draft map on Tableau Public
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Finalising the areas

• Following feedback from centres and CLCNSW:

– The Foundation made updates and finalised the 

catchment areas

– Final map files were created by the LJF and provided to 

the CLC Review as part of CLCNSW submission for the 

state government review of community legal centres
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+ over 4,000 more rows

Change 

from 

this…
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To this…
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Population distribution by centre



How was this work used by CLCNSW?

• Maps were submitted to a NSW government review of NSW 

community legal centres 

• Replacement of directory: new CLCNSW app
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What did we learn?

• Defining areas can be challenging!

• A new geography to work with

• A useful process in helping to define areas for service 

delivery and centre coverage

• Opportunity to find a new way of presenting an existing 

dataset

• Informed work for the legal needs analysis resource
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Thank you!
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